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Delicious Foods of Mushroom Pavilion – Full Gold House
The “Mushroom Pavilion” is one kind of constructions in a
square shape and with the closed angle roof. Its traditional
name is Cooked Food Center. As the outlook appears as a
mushroom, it is generally so called Mushroom Pavilion. In
2005, the mushroom pavilions have been involved in a reconstruction project. Under this project, all the
sewage and electronic systems needed to be reconstructed. Also, each pavilion
presents as an individual restaurant, and the license is required for rental. Beside the
Full Gold House, Mr. Wu has rented three more pavilions to open Baidu Korean
BBQ, Ching Hing Siu Mei and Sun Tsui Wa Restaurant at the same time. Each
restaurant is located in a separated mushroom pavilion with a brand new image. All
restaurants are air-conditioned and they offer VIP rooms, TVs and outdoor seats.
Among these restaurants, Full Gold House, mainly providing Chiuchow and Guangdong
cuisine, seems more familiar to people. Dishes like Sweet and Sour Noodle, Sichuan
Chili Chicken, and Chinese Marinade Foods have become the
signature dishes of the restaurant, which were acclaimed by the public.
Nevertheless, Korean BBQ food offered by Baidu is also popular.
Full Gold House and other three restaurants also applied Seito Food & Beverage Management System
to assist its business operation. Seito’s professional Multi Store version is
a system which can manage the food data of different restaurants at the
same time and able to store the data separately. Thus, Mr. Wu is able to
make the analysis with the data and set up the marketing strategy
accordingly. Moreover, with the Email Day End Report Module and
Attendance Management System, the daily business data and report can be reviewed anytime via the
electronic devices. It is easy for management to gather all the information for
analysis and to make sure the management planning can go well. Furthermore,
Attendance Management System is convenient to take down the attendance
record and makes the management more efficient. In order to raise the service
quality, Mr. Wu used Seito Wireless Ordering System and purchased several
PDAs for his employees to use. It makes ordering process easier and faster.
As a new success model of Mushroom Pavilion, Full Gold House proves that no matter what the scale of
the restaurant is, the professional POS System can also enhance the operation efficiency and customer
service quality.
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